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Abst ract - -E f f i c ient  algorithms for shape preserving approximation to curves and surfaces are very 
important in shape design and modelling in CAD/CAM systems. In this paper, a local algorithm 
using piecewise generalized conic segments i proposed for shape preserving curve interpolation. It is 
proved that there exists a smooth piecewise generalized conic curve which not only interpolates the 
data points, but also preserves the convexity of the data. Furthermore, if the data is strictly convex, 
then the interpolant could be a locally adjustable GC 2 curve provided the curvatures at the data 
points are well determined. It is also shown that the best approximation rder is (..9(h6). An efficient 
algorithm for the simultaneous computation of points on the curve is derived so that the curve can 
be easily computed and displayed. The numerical complexity of the algorithm for computing N 
points on the curve is about 2N multiplications and N additions. Finally, some numerical examples 
with graphs are provided and comparisons with both quadratic and cubic spline interpolants are also 
given. 
Zeywords - -Genera l i zed  conics, Splines, Parametric curve, Recursive algorithm, Subdivision, In- 
terpolation, Difference algorithm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
High accuracy curve interpolat ion and approx imat ion in both theory and appl icat ions using a 
variety of methods have been studied intensively in the approx imat ion l i terature (cf. [1-13]). 
Most of the methods used are based on 'po lynomial  splines' due to their nice propert ies uch as 
higher order approx imat ion and shape preserving properties. However, there is a fundamental  
diff iculty in this t rad i t ional  spline approach- -one  has to use higher order splines to increase 
local control freedoms. Otherwise, if lower order splines are used, a l inear system of equations 
for either interpolat ion or approximat ion has to be solved to obta in  certain smoothness of the 
solut ion curve. In the first method,  i.e., using higher order splines, the shape preserving problem 
may appear,  which could possibly lead to other difficulties. In the latter  case, in addi t ion to the 
global effects of the method and the computat ions of solving a l inear system, one could lose the 
local control freedoms and possibly violate the shape preserving requirement.  
In this paper,  a local method for curve interpolat ion is proposed. It uses some 'general ized 
spline basis functions' to generate 'spl ine' segments, which are called the general ized conic seg- 
ments. By studying the propert ies of such segments, it is shown that  a shape preserving, local ly 
ad justab le  GC 1 and even GC 2 interpolants to a given set of data  could be easi ly obtained.  More- 
over. it is also shown that  a shape preserving, locally adjustable GC 2 interpolant  o a str ict ly  
convex data  set can also be obtained provided that  the curvatures of the curve to be generated o 
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not vary too much at the data points. Here GC k, k = 1, 2, means the curve is regular and C k if 
the arc length parameterization is used. 
The original idea and motivation of this work come from the generation of conic curves [10,14- 
16] and high accuracy interpolation by splines [17]. In [10], some stationary difference algorithms 
are studied and consequently, conic curves are generalized. In fact, a generalized conic curve is 
defined as one of the following curves or their afflne and translation equivalent curves (cfi [10]): 
(i) conic segments, including parabola, hyperbola nd ellipse segments; 
(ii) generalized monomial segments, including segments of the form x -- y~, where V E R, 
~/~ 0, 1, in the x-y Cartesian coordinate system; 
(iii) exponential spiral segments, including segments of the form p(O) = Ae ~e, where A > 0, 
V ~ 0, in the p-0 polar coordinate system. 
The importance of this generalization of conics lies in the fact that these generalized conic 
curves have not only very useful geometric and numerical properties but also more free shape 
control parameters. For example, it can be evaluated by an algorithm similar to the de Boor-Cox 
algorithm for polynomial splines (or the de C asteljau algorithm for Bdzier curves, cf. [18,19]), and 
the curvatures of each segment can be adjusted almost freely while the GC 2 continuity between 
the segments i not affected. Therefore, this approach for curve representation will be very useful 
in shape design, shape approximation and computer graphics, etc. One primary application of 
this type of splines is smooth shape preserving interpolation which can be stated as follows. 
Given a set of data points Pi, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n in ~2, we want to find a piecewise generalized 
conic curve F(t), 0 < t < n, the generalized conic curve interpolant, such that 
(i) interpolation: F(i) = Pi, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n; 
(ii) generalized conic spline: F(t), i < t < i + 1, is generalized conic segment, i = 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  
n - l ;  
(iii) smoothness (GC1): F(t) is at least a regular GC 1 curve; 
(iv) curvature continuity (GC2): F(t) is a GC 2 curve if and only if the data is locally strictly 
convex. 
Here, the convexity of data means  that the initial control polygon of the data, which is defined 
as the unique piecewise linear interpolant to the given data Pi, i -- 0, 1,2,... ,n, is convex. 
Mathematically, the initial control polygon, F[°](t), 0 < t < n, of the data is defined as 
F[° ] ( t ) :=(1 - t )P i+tP i+ l ,  i<t<i+l ,  i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1. (1.1) 
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the generalized conics and state 
their basic properties. The main results are stated and proved in Section 3 and the approximation 
property using the generalized conics is studied in Section 4. Geometric properties and numerical 
algorithms for the computation of the solution to the above problem are discussed in Section 5 
and some numerical examples and related figures are given in Section 6. 
2. THE GENERAL IZED CONIC  CURVES 
AND THEIR  PROPERTIES  
Given a triangle AP*PoP1,  which is referred to as the characteristic triangle of the segment, 
the generalized conic curve (segment) P(t)  associated with AP*PoP1,  and with center Pc and 
characteristic parameters A1 and A2, or p and ~, is defined as (cf. Figure la) 
P(t) :-- c0(t)P0 + cl(t)P1 + Cq(t)Pc, 0 < t < 1, (2.1) 
where the symbol A is the discriminant of the curve defined by 
A :---- 4(A1 -- A2) 2, 
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the coefficient functions by 
cq( t )  = 1 - c0( t )  - e l ( t ) ,  
and 
c0(t) := A2-A1 ' ct ( t ) :=- -  for A >0,  
A2 -- AI' (2.1a) 
pt- 1 sin Ot pt sin(O(1 - t ) )  cl(t) := , for A < O, 
co(t) :---- sin8 ' sin~? 
respectively. 
P1 
(a) P(t) with A1 = 1.2, A2 = 8.0, Pc = (-2.5,-45.4). 
FI 
f ir ..... 
BB ° 
-/°* r2 . . . . -  _.._ 
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(b) The characteristic curves and critical ines. 
Figure 1. 
Without loss of generality, we also assume that the characteristic parameters satisfy the fol- 
lowing nondegenerate conditions (cf. [10]): 
A2 >A1 >0,  A j• I ,  j = 1,2, for A > 0, 
(2.1b) 
A2=A1, A l=p(cos~+is in /~) ,  p>0,  0<8<~r ,  fo rA<0.  
For convenience, the following convention and notation are used: 
Ah := ph cos hO + ip h sin h0, A2h := ph cos hO - ip h sin hO, 
~h := ~ + ~ h h (2 .2 )  
for all h _> 0 when A1 and A2 are positive numbers or complex conjugates. Furthermore, we 
denote by gt the unit tangent vector of the curve, that is 
P ' (t)  
gt := iip,(t)]12, t e R. (2.3) 
The main properties of the generalized conic segment P(t) ,  0 < t < 1, can be summarized as 
follows [10]. 
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(i) Boundary property. 
P(0) = Po, P'(0) = -D~(P*  - Po), P(1) = P1, P'(1) = -~-~(P* - PI), 
where Do, 191 and De are some nonzero numbers given explicitly by (3.4a). This means that the 
segment is tangential to the sides PoP* and PiP* of the triangle AP*PoP  I at t = 0 and t = 1, 
respectively. 
(ii) Reproduction of conics. The segment P(t), 0 < t < I, is a conic segment if and only if 
A1A2 = 1, A1 # A2, or A > 0, A1 = A~ 2. 
(iii) Convexity. The segment P(t),  0 < t < 1, is strictly convex. 
(iv) Recursive formula. The points 
V~:=P(kh) ,  0<h<l ,  k=0,  i l ,+2 , . . . ,  
on the curve centered at the origin can be computed by the following recursive formula (three 
term difference formula): 
h Vh+l : 2ah Ph "q- flhVk_x, k - O, 4-1,-t-2, +3, . . . ,  (2.4) 
where 
~1 ~+ ~ 
~h .-- - - ,  2 (2.4a) 
h h 
~h :'~- A1A2. 
(v) Subdivision property. Suppose the segment P(t),  0 < t < 1, is centered at the origin. If we 
divide the segment into two parts such that 
{ 1 
PL(2t), 0_< t_< ~, 
P(t)  = 1 (2.5) 
PR(2t - -1) ,  ~<t_<l ,  
then PL(t),  0 < t < 1 and PR(t), 0 < t < 1 are also similar generalized conics with characteristic 
triangles APoP~P~ and AP~P~PI ,  respectively. The formulae for the computation of the 
points P~ and P~ axe given in (7.1). 
(vi) Curvature. The curvature of a generalized conic curve with a characteristic triangle 
AQ*QoQx and center Qc is given by 
s(t) = q ' ( t )  x Q"(t) = F( t ) (qo - Qc) x (Q1 - Qc) (2.6) 
llO'(t)ll~ llO'(t)l[~ ' 
where 
{ ~(ln~2-1n~l)ln~21n~l A >O, 
~2 - %1 ' (2.6a) r ( t )  := cto(t)c~(t) - cg(t)c~(t) = O(ln 2/9 -q- O2)p 2t-1 t < 0, 
sin t9 
and 
IIQ'(t)ll~ = Aoc'o2(t) + 2A~c'o(t)cT(t) + A2cT(t) > O, 
where 
Ao := (Oo - Q~)-r(Qo - Qc), 
A1 := (Qo - Qc)-r(Q1 - Qc), (2.6b) 
A2 := (Q1 - Qc)-r(Qx - Qc). 
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Especially, for A > 0, we have 
~(0) = (lnA2 - lnA1)lnA2 lnA1 (Qo - Qc) x (Q1 - Qc) 
)~2 -- )~1 IlQ'(0)ll  ' 
A1A2(In A2 - in A1) In A2 In A1 (Qo - Qc) x (Q1 - Qc) (2.6c) 
/ ' ; (1)  : "~2 - -  -~1 IIQ'(1)ll~ ' 
and for A < 0 
O(in 2pWO 2) (Qo-Qc)  × (Q l -qc )  
~(0) - psin0 IIq'(0)ll~ ' (2.6d) 
n(1) = p0(ln2 p + 02) (qo - qc) × (q l  - qc) 
sin0 I[q'(1)ll~ 
(vii) The relation between P* and Pc. For a given characteristic triangle AP*PoP1,  we can 
use the center point Pc as a shape control parameter. In fact, if Pc is not collinear with POP1, 
we have 
Pc - P* := e0(P* - Po) + el(P* - P1), (2.7) 
or equivalently 
P*  - P0  = f0 (eo  - Pc )  + f l (P l  - Pc ) ,  (2.7a) 
P*  - P l  = h0(P0  - Pc )  + h i (P1  - Pc ) ,  
where the coefficients atisfy the nondegenerate condition 
v :=e0+el+l  ¢0 ,  
and explicitly 
- - (e I -}- 1) el h0 . -  e0 -(e0 + 1) 
f°'-e0+q+l' fl"-e0+q+l' e0+q+l' hl:-e0+q+l 
or 
(P* - Po) x (P1 - Pc) (P* - Po) x (P0 - Pc) 
/o := (Po -Pc )  x (P1 -Pc ) '  f l :=  (Po -Pc )  x (P l -Vc ) '  
(P* - P1) x (P l  - Pc) (P* - P1) x (P0 - Pc) 
ho := (Po -Pc )  x (P1-Pc) '  h i :=  (Po -Pc )  x (P1-Pc) '  
The relations between eo,el,fo, fl,ho, hl and the characteristic values are given by formulae 
(3.7)-(3.15). 
All these properties and formulae are important in curve interpolation and approximation 
with the generalized conic segments. We use these formulae to prove the existence of the GC 2 
interpolant and formulate the algorithms for the computation of the solution. For more properties 
and constructions of the generalized conics, the reader is referred to [10]. 
The recursive formula (2.4) shows that only two multiplications and one addition are needed 
for computing numerically one point on the curve if the initial two points and the center Pc are 
available. Therefore, the following result can be concluded. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Regardless of the initial computations for ph  ph, the center Pc, and the 
parameters ah and ~h, the numerical complexity of computing N points on the curve is about 
2N multiplications and N additions. | 
REMARK 2.2. In the above formulae, the convention lnpsinOt := (lnp)sin(0t) and lnpcost  := 
(In p) cos(0t) are used. This convention will be assumed throughout the paper. 
REMARK 2.3. Figure lb shows the characteristic regions and lines of the algorithm in the ~-a 
plane which are defined as 
AI ~- A2 
a := ~ ,  ~ := -AIA2. (2.8) 
~A 31-7-D 
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The critical regions are 
a r  :-- {(f~, a) : c~2 -t-/~ > 0} ; a i  :--: {(~,~) : c~2 +/~ < 0} ; (2.9) 
the critical curves are 
F2 : a = -1B1/3 (l~l/a - 1) l~ > -1;  (2.9a) F1 :OL2q-fl:O; 
and the critical lines are 
c~=O; f l=O;  ~q-2c~=1,  and f l=+l .  (2.9b) 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P(t), 0 _< t < 1, be a generalized conic segment with the characteristic 
triangle AP*PoP1.  If ao and ~1 are two positive numbers uch that (~o 1, ~11) E ~'~*, then 
the characteristic values A1 and A2, or pl and 8, of the segment can be chosen such that the 
curvatures of the generalized conic segment at the end points satisfy 
= = (3 .1 )  
The region ~* in the ~o1-~11 plane is plotted in Figure 2. 
I~ 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  i ___...~ "~o ~ 
0 1 2 3 4 
Figure 2. The region ~* := ~ U ~ in the ~o1-~11 plane. 
PROOF. From the following Lemmas 3.2-3.4, we know that conditions (3.1) are satisfied if and 
only if the characteristic values ,/1 and A2 (or Pl and 0) are chosen to satisfy the nonlinear system 
c~ (0)fl -- e L (0)fo, 
c~(1)hl = c~(1)h0, (3.2) 
= 
a(1) =/'~1, 
and regularity conditions at the end points 
e~(0)(eo + 1) + c~(0)eo < 0, i.e., DcD1 < O, 
(3.3) 
c~(1)el + c~(1)(el + 1) > 0, i.e., DcDo > O, 
where the symbols are defined in Lemma 3.2. The above regularity conditions (3.3), in fact, are 
equivalent to either 
(A2 - 1)(A1 - 1) lnA1 lnA2 > 0, for A > 0, (3.3a) 
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or  
lnpsin0 + 0cos0-  pO < O, 
for A < 0. (3.3b) 
lnps in0-  0cos0 + p-lO > O, 
It can be shown easily that these conditions are satisfied for all nondegenerate characteristic 
values A1, A2 or p, 0. 
Since the values {fi, hi, ei} are given by (3.9a) and (3.10) in terms of the characteristic values 
A1 and A2, or Pl and 0, we only need to solve the nonlinear system formed by the last two 
equations of (3.2), i.e., the curvature quations, which depend only on the values A1 and A2, or 
Pl and O. 
If we introduce the notation 
u := lnA1, v := ln/~2, for A > 0, 
u := p, v := 0, for A < 0, 
and the relations 
lo 3 l 3 
~o ~1 S--~1, :=  S---~ ~0 ~ := 
and apply Lemma 3.2 to simplify the equations, and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 to show the existence 
of a solution for A > 0 and A < 0, respectively, then the theorem will follow. 
LEMMA 3.2. The curvatures of the segment (2.1) at the end points are given explicitly by 
~(0) -  F(0)D~ S~ 
9200 13°' (3.4) 
~(1) = r(1)D°2 S~ 
D2 D1 l 3 '  
where 
l0 := [IPo -P*  [12, 
11 := liP1 -P* l l2 ,  
S~ : - - I (P0 -  P*) x (P1 -P* ) l  (area of AP*PoP1), 
Do := c0(0) + c~(0), (3.4a) 
O1 := c0(1) + c~(1), 
t I Dc := c0(0)Cl(1) - c~(0)c~(1). 
PROOF. From the curvature formula (2.6)-(2.6d), we have 
s(0) = [P'(0) × P"(0)[ 
IIP'(0) H~ 
Ir(O)l [(Po - P~)  x (P I  - Pc)[ 
IIP'(0)I[~ 
tr(0)vt [(P0 - P*) × (Px - P ' ) l  (3.5) 
IIP'(0)II~ 
_ [r(0)vO~[ S~ 
- [Dc la /o  3 ' 
and similarly, 
~(1) = [r(1)vD~l Szx 
iDc[3l ~ (3.5a) 
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In the previous formulation, the following relations are used: 
(Po - Pc) x (P1 - Pc) = v(Po - P*) x (P1 - P*), 
P'(0) = [c~(0)(e0 + 1) + c~(0)eo] (Po - P*), (3.6) 
P'(1) = [c~(1)el + ci(1)(el + 1)] (Pz - P*). 
The number v is defined as 
v = eo + el + l - Dc 
DoDI  ' (3.7) 
where eo and ez are defined by 
Pc := co(P* - Po) + Q(P* - P1) q- P*, 
p ,  := eoPo -b elPx -b Pc (3.8) 
// 
From the tangent conditions at the end points, we have 
! 
Clo(O)fl ---- c l(O)fO, 
c~(X)hl -- c~(1)ho, (3.9) 
where the coefficients are given by 
- (e l  + 1) cl 
f° "-- eo + ez + 1 ' f l  "-- eo + el + 1 ' 
(3.9a) 
eo -(co + 1) 
ho . -  hi := 
eo + el + 1' eo + el + 1' 
and the nondegenerate condition 
v := eo + el + 1 ~t 0 (3.9b) 
is assumed, which means the center Pc is not on the line of POP1. By direct calculation, the 
tangent conditions (3.9) become 
-c~(1) -c~(1) 
ee = c~(1) + el(1 ) D1 
-c~(0) -c  i (0) (3.10) 
el = C~(0) Jr- e l (0  ) O1 
and therefore 
c~(O)ci(1) - ci(O)c~(1) Dc 
(c~(O) + c~.(O))(c~(1) + c~(1)) 0o01" 
Thus, the required results follow. | 
To prove the next two lemmas, some explicit expressions of the above quantities are needed. 
Therefore, we list the following explicit formulae: 
(ln A2 - In A1) In A2 in A1 
r (0 )  = ' > 0, 
O(ln 2 p + 82), 
(3.11) A1A2(lnA2-1nA1)lnA21nAl A >0,  
;~2 - Az 
F(1) = pO(ln 2 p +/~2) A < O, 
sin 0 
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Dc = c~(0)c~(1) -c~(0)c~(1) = { lnA1 lnA2, A > 0, (3.12) 
in 2 p + 02 A < 0, 
(A2-1) InA I+(1-A1) lnA2  A>0,  
A2 - A1 
Do = c~(0) + e~(0) = p( lnps inO-OcosO)+O A<0,  
p sin 0 
(3.13) 
(A2-1)Al lnAI+(1-A1)A21nA2 A>0,  
A2 - At 
D1- -c~(1)+c~(1)= l nps inO+OcosO-pO A<0.  
sin 0 
The tangent vector of the curve is given by 
P'(t) = [c~(t)(e0 + 1) + ci(t)e0 ] (P0 - P*) (3.14) 
+ [c;(t)el + ci( t ) (e l  + 1)] (Pl - P*), 0 < t < 1. 
More precisely, the tangent vectors at the end points are given explicitly by 
(c;(0)c~ (1) c I ( ° )4 (1) '~2 IlPo - P*[122, ][P'(0)[[~ = [cg(0)(eo + 1) + ci(0)eo] 2 HPo - P*[[~ = \ c6(1 ) -~- el(l----- ~ ) 
ci (O)c;(1) 
IIPo - P* 1122, IIP'(X)ll  = [4(1)e  +  i(1)(el + 1)] IIP  - P*II  = \ 4 (0)  ¥- ) 
(3.14a) 
and ( AIA2(lnA1 - lnA2) A > 0, 
A1A2(lnA1 - lnA2) + At lnA2 - A2 lnAx' 
eo = pO A < O, 
lnpsin0 + 0cos0 - pO' (3.15) 
lnA2-1nA1 , A>0,  
A2 lnA1 -- A1 lnA2 + lnA2 -- lnA1 
el = --O 
0 + p lnps inO - 0cos0' A < 0. 
In the next two lemmas, it will be shown that the nonlinear system (3.2) has a solution 
satisfying (2.1b) for a properly given set of coefficients {fi, hi, i = 0, 1}. Hence, for an appropriate 
initial data set, a GC 2 generalized conic spline interpolant to the data exists. 
LEMMA 3.3. For any two posit ive numbers, ~;o <_ 1/2 and t~ 1 ~ 1/2 satisfying either go = ~1 = 
1/2 or go < 1/2 and kl < 1/2, the nonlinear system of  equations (symmetr ic  about u and v) 
~ouv(e  ~ - eV)2[(e v - 1)u - (e ~ - 1)v] = (v - u)[(u - v)e  ~+~' - ue  ~ + ve ' ]  2, 
(3.16) 
k luv(e  ~ -- eV)2[(u - v)e ~+v - ue ~ + ve v] = (u - v)e~+V[(e ~ - 1)u - (e ~ - 1)v] 2 
has at least two pairs of  finite solutions (u*, v*) and (v*, u*) which satisfy 
u* ¢ v*, u*, v* 7~ 0. (3.16a) 
PROOF. Let the equations be denoted as 
Lo(u,v) 
~1 = Ro(U,v) := Rso(u,v), 
^-1_  Ll(u,v) (3.17) 
~1 R1 (u, v) := Rsl(U, v). 
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First, by observation, if k0 = k l  -~- 1/2, then the solutions are given by 
(u*,v*) -- (t, 2t), t ~ O, (u*,v*) = (2s, s), s ~ 0. (3.17a) 
Note also that Rso(u, v) is symmetric about u and v and continuous everywhere xcept at the 
origin (u, v) -- (0, 0) and 
Rso(u, v) >_ O, u, v ~ •, 
Rso(O, v) = R~o(v, O) = O, v ~ ~, (3.1S) 
Rso(2v, v) = Rso(v, 2v) = 2, v E R. 
Particularly, for u -- v, we have 
v2(1 - e v - ve v) v2eV(1 + v - e v) 
Rso(u ,v )= ( l _v_eV)  2 , Rs l (V ,V)= (l +veV_eV)2  , (3.18a) 
and for u - -v ,  we have 
Rso( -v ,v )  = Rs l ( -V ,v )  - (1 ÷eV) 2 2e ~ (3.18b) 
From the expression 
Rso(u, v) = eU+V(u + veU - ueV - v)3 (3.18c) 
R~l (u, v) (ue~+V - ue~ - ve~'+~ + ve~)3 ' 
symmetric about u and v, we have for v > 0, 
v 
>1,  u>2v,  or -v<u<~,  
R.o(u, v) v 
Rs l (u ,v )  = 1, u = 2v, or u = -v ,  or u 2' (3.19) 
v 
<1,  ~ <u<2v,  o ru<-v .  
Therefore, for any two different positive numbers, ~0 < 1/2 and kl < 1/2, three continuous 
contour curves, Co, C1 and Cr given by 
Co : R~o(u, v) = ~o 1, 
C1 : R81(u,v) = f~-~l, (3.20) 
Rs0(u, v) 
C~ : R . l (u ,v )  = k1~°1 := ~r, 
are well defined in the u-v plane which satisfy 
R.o( -ue ,uc)  = ko 1, ue=ln(~o l - -1 -} -~/k~o1(~o l - -2 ) ) ,  
(3.20a) 
Rsl(--Ud, Ud) = k-~ 1, Ud = ln (~ l  - l ± v/k-~l (&-~l - 2 ) )  . 
By assuming kr < 1, we now prove that the curves Co, C1 and Cr intersect at point (u*,v*) in 
the region 
no := {(u,v) : u < -v  and u < 2v}, 
of the u-v plane, and similarly, for kr > 1, it can be shown that the curves Co, C1 and Cr intersect 
at point (u*, v*) in the region 
~1 := {(u, v) :u  > -v  and u < 2v}. 
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Prom (3.17) and (3.18c) we have, for any fixed number q c R, 
Rs0(2v - q, v) = e_q. 
l im Rso(2v-q ,v )  = 2, lim Rs l (2v -q ,v )  = 2e q, l im R81(2v q,v) 
U - - - *  ~ O0 U - - - *  - -  ~ U - '~  - -  O0  - -  
Thus, if q is big enough, for example, 
q > - In ~r, (3.21) 
we can choose Vq large enough such that  
RsO(2Vq -- q, Vq) ~ e-  q < t~r. 
Rs,(2Vq - q, Vq) 
From the fact RsO(2Vq - q, Vq) ~ 2 and Rsl(2Vq - q, Vq) ~ 2e -q, and the continuity of R~o(u, v), 
Rsl(U, v) and Rso(u, v ) /Rs l  (u, v), we know there exists a number Uq, such that  
R~O(uq, Vq) 
Rsl(Uq,Vq) = nr, 2Vq - q < Uq < 2Vq. 
Therefore, we can conclude that  the contour curves 
RsO(U, V) : ~0, Rsl(?~,V) : ~1, RsO(Uq, Vq) _ ~r 
Rsl (Uq, Vq) 
must intersect at (u*, v*) in the tr iangular region 
~-~q := {(U,'U) : U < --V, U < 2V and u > 2Vq - q}, 
because the curve Co in the strip Uq < u < 0 is completely above the line 
V ZVq,  
and the curve C1 intersects with the line segment 
v = Vq, 2vq - q < u < 2Vq. 
The fact that  the solution is regular, i.e., u* and v* satisfy (3.16a), comes from the definition 
of f~q and the fact that  if v* = 0, then in A~ = 1 and thus the curve segment (2.1) P( t ) ,  0 < t < 1, 
degenerates to a line segment 
_ • 1 _--_ _(~,)t p1  P( t ) -  (),~)t A1Po+ , 0<t<l ,  
1 - £~ 1 - £1 
which violates the interpolatory conditions in (3.2). This completes the proof. | 
LEMMA 3.4. For any two positive numbers, /;0 > 1/2 and gl > 1/2 satisfying (k0, hi) C 12", the 
nonlinear system of equations 
~0 (u 2 + v 2) sin 2 v [e u (u sin v - v cos v) + v] = v(u sin v + v cos v - eUv] 2, 
~1 (u2 +v2)  s in2v[eUv-us inv  -vcosv]  =e-Uv[eU(us inv -vcosv)+v]  2 (3.22) 
has a pair of finite solutions (u*, v*) satisfying the regularity condition 
0 < v* < ~r. (3.22a) 
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PROOF. Let the equations be denoted as 
^--1 Lo(U,V) 
~o = Ro(u,v-------) "- Rso(u,v),  
^-1 Ll(U, v) (3.23) 
I~ 1 -- Rl(U,V--------- ~ : :  Rs l (U ,v  ). 
First, by observation, if ~0 = A1 > 1//2, then the solutions axe given explicitly by 
(u*, v*) = (0, axccos (&o 1 - 1)). (3.23a) 
Obviously, we have the symmetry 
n,o(u,v) =R,l(-u,v). 
For any two different positive numbers, ~0 > 1/2 and kl > 1/2, we have three continuous 
contour curves Co, C1 and Cr in the u-v plane defined by 
C O : Rso(u ,v  ) : ~01, 
C1 : Rs i (u ,v )  = g~-i, (3.24) 
R~o(u, v) 
(Jr : Rsl(U,v)  = &lt~°l := &r. 
From the expressions of Rso(u, v) and R~l(u, v), we know they are positive and the ratio satisfies 
Rso(U,V){ <1, u>0,  
Rsl(U,V) = 1, u = O, (3.24a) 
>1,  u<O.  
For 0 + < v < r - ,  these functions have the following asymptotic properties: 
lim R~o(U,V) = O, lim Rs l (u ,v )  = 1, 
U --"~ O0 U" -~ (X)  
lim R,o(U,V) = 1, lim Rs l (u ,v)  = O, 
~--.-o~ u---o~ (3.245) 
lim Rso(u, v________) = 0, lim Rso(u, v) = +oo. 
~-~oo/Ll(u, v) ~-~-oo R~l(u, v) 
Explicitly, we have 
u 2 (ue u + 1 - e u) u 2 (1 + (u -  1)e u) 
nso (u,O +) = e2U _ 2(u + l)eU + (u + l)2 = (e u _ u_  l) 2 ' 
(3.24c) 
u2e~ (e~ - u - 1) = R~0 ( -u ,  0+) .  
Rs l  (u, 0 +)  = (~ _ 1)~e:~ + 2(~ - 1)e~ + 1 
By assuming ~ < 1 and ~-I  <: 1, we now prove that the curves Co, C~ and C~ intersect at 
point (u*,v*) in the region 
122 := {(u,v) :u  > 0 and 0 < v < 7r} 
of the u-v plane. Similarly, for &r > 1 and ~0 < 1, it can be shown that these curves intersect at 
point (u*,v*) in the region 
f~3:={(u ,v ) :u<0and0<v<Tr}  
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of the u-v plane. It is observed that Co and C1 pass through the points (0, arccos(~o 1 - 1)) and 
(0, arccos(~ -1 - 1)), respectively. Since Co also passes through the point (u0, O) on the positive 
side of the u-axis, and C1 does not intersect with the positive side of the u-axis, therefore, because 
Co is above C1 for small nonnegative u, these two contour curves must intersect at (u*, v*) in 
the region 
{(u,v)  : 0 < u < uo and 0 < v < 7r}, 
which completes the proof. | 
For kr < 1 and 1 < k l  I < 2, it can be shown that the curves Co, C1 and Cr will intersect at 
point (u*,v*) if and only if the ratio &r is neither too small nor too big. In fact, in such a case, 
C1 intersects the u-axis at u0 and Ul and the contour curve is finite; i.e., it lies in the region 
u0 < u < Ul. Thus the curves Co, C1 and C~ will intersect at a regular point (u*,v*) if and only 
if the intersection point (Ud, O) of Co and the u-axis lies strictly on the segment 
V ----0~ U0 ~ it ~ %tl, 
i.e., if and only if 
uo ~ Ud ~ Ul. 
More precisely, this condition is equivalent to 
g. < (3.25) 
where 
~. :=e  -u~ ( u r_  1 + e_U,. )a  
\ 1-- ~-u~ + 1)eu~ , (3.25a) 
and ur is the u value of the intersection point of C1 and the positive side of the u-axis; i.e., u~ is 
the only positive root of the equation 
- + 1)e 
(e-u  1) 2 = (a.25b) 
The numerical values of k0, t~l and kr are given in Table 1. Due to the symmetry of the functions 
about u and v, and thus that ko and ~1 are also symmetric, only half of the ranges are computed. 
Table 1. The numerical ranges of ko 1 with respect o k~-l. 
~-1 ~r min (ko 1 ) 
1.00 0.0000 0.0000 
1.05 0.0000 0.0000 
1.10 0.0000 0.0000 
1.15 0.0010 0.0011 
1.20 0.0120 0.0144 
1.25 0.0480 0.0600 
1.30 0.1129 0.1468 
1.35 0.2000 0.2700 
1.40 0.2991 0.4188 
1.45 0.4018 0.5823 
1.50 0.5017 0.7525 
1.55 0.5949 0.9220 
1.60 0.6791 1.0866 
1.65 0,7533 1.2430 
1.70 0,8172 1.3892 
1.75 0.8708 1.5239 
1.80 0.9146 1.6463 
1.85 0.9491 1.7559 
1.90 0.9749 1.8522 
1.95 0.9921 1.9345 
1.99 0.9994 1.9888 
2.00 1.0000 2.0000 
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The region ~* in the t~ol -k l  1 plane in which there is a regular solution to one of the systems 
of equations (3.16) and (3.22) is depicted in Figure 2. 
4.  ERROR EST IMATES 
In this section, we study the approximation properties of the generalized conics. It is shown that 
the best order of approximation is O(h6). It should be noted that this high order of approximation 
is achieved by de Boor, Hollig and Sabin by using cubic geometric spline interpolants (cf. [17]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose H(s) := (x(s),y(s)) T, so < s < Sl, is a regular, strictly convex and 
C 6 segment in ]R 2. Let P(t), 0 < t < 1, be the generalized conic segment with the characteristic 
triangle AP*PoP1 which interpolates the positions, unit tangents and curvatures of H( s) at the 
ends; i.e., 
H(s0) = P0, 
H(sl)  = P1, 
H'(s0) = to(P* - P0), for some to > O, 
(4.1) 
H'(sl)  = tl(P* - P1), for some tl < 0, 
~H(S0) = ~p(0),  
t~H(Sl) : ~p(1).  
Then we have the following estimate: 
[I H - PI[T < M6(P) + M6(H) liP0 -P I [ I  6 : O ([IPo - PI[[ 6) (4.2) 
- 4688 
where g % 
[[H - P[[T : :  dist (H, P) : :  sup ~ inf ] lH(s) -P(t ) [ [2~, (4.3) 
0<t_<l Lso<-S<-Sl J 
and M6(P) and M6(tt) are two quantities depending on the derivatives of P(t) and H(s), re- 
spectively. 
PROOF. l~rom Theorem 3.1, we know that there is a generalized conic segment P(t) satisfying 
the above interpolatory conditions. Since both H(t) and P(t) are convex and have the same 
characteristic triangle AP*PoP1, they can be parameterized using a new common parameter T 
which is defined in the direction P1 - Po. In fact, in the affine coordinate system 2-$ defined by 
the characteristic triangle AP*PoP1, i.e., 
52 := PoP1, 55 := POP*, 
H(t) and P(t) have the following function-type r presentations: 
0<T<T1,  and (4.4) 
$(T) ---- h(~-), 
2( r )  = r,  
0 < r < rl, (4.5) 
$(T) --- p(~'), 
respectively, in which 
T1 : :  liP0 -P i l l2 ,  
and p(~-) and h(v) are at least C 6 functions. Therefore, using the interpolatory conditions and 
the error estimate for the quaintic Hermite interpolation [1,7,20], we have 
J IH  - PIIT --< liP(~) -- h(~)riT --< lip(~) - h(T)llo~ 
< IIp(~) -ps (~) l l~  + ilh(~) - ps(~)l l~ -< [[;(6)[[°° + [Ih(6)l[°° 7-16 
4688 (4.6) 
M6(P) + M6(H) 
-- 4688 [[P0 - P1 [I 6 
= v (liP0 - Pl l l~). 
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In the previous formulation, Ph(~), 0 < T < T1, is the unique quaintic Her | i re  interpolant 
satisfying (4.1) at the ends for T = 0 and T = T1. | 
The above error estimate, though very sharp, cannot reduce to zero for even cubic curves. This 
is because the term [[p(6)[IooT6/4688 in the error does not vanish generally. 
The convexity of the curve H(s) is not essential to the proof of the theorem. In fact, we have 
the following weaker version of the Theorem 4.1 which can be proved similarly. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose H(s) := (x(s), y(s)) T, so <_ s <_ sl, is a regular and C 6 segment in R 2. 
Let P(t),  0 < t < 1, be the generalized conic segment defined in Theorem 4.1. Then, if H(s) 
satisfies the directional strictly monotonicity condition 
D'(s) ¢ O, so <_ s < Sl, (4.7) 
where 
D(s) := (x(sl) - X(so))X(S) + (y(Sl) - y(so))y(s), (4.8) 
then estimate (4.2) still holds. | 
The following theorem for the error estimates of derivatives is easily proved from the above 
results. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose H(s) :-- (x(s), y(s)) 7, So <_ s <_ Sl, and P(t),  0 < t < 1, satisfy all the 
conditions in Theorem 4.2. Then, we have the following estimates: 
H( J ) -  P (j) T=OOIPo-P I l I6 - J ) ,  j = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,6 ,  (4.9) 
where 
H( J ) -P ( J )  T :=d is t  (H(J) ,P( J))  
(4.10) 
0<_t<~l (,0_<~<~1 , j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  6, 
and the parameterizations ~ and t are the arc length parameterizations of segments H(s) and P(t),  
respectively. | 
Using the same notation, a slight modification of Theorem 4.3 results in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose H(s) := (x(s),y(s)) T, so < s < S1, is a regular and strictly convex 
C 4 segment in ~2 satisfying (4.7). Let P(t),  0 < t < 1, be any nondegenerate g neralized conic 
segment with the characteristic triangle GP*PoP1 which interpolates the positions and tangents 
of H(t) at the ends; i.e., 
H(so) = Po, 
H(s l)  = P1, (4.11) 
H'(so) = to(P* - Po), for some to > 0, 
H' (s l )  = t l (P* - P1), for some tl < O. 
Then we have the following estimates: 
[[H - Pt lT ~ M4(P)  + M4(H)  i ipo _ p i l l  4 = O (l iP0 - P i l l4 ) ,  
384 (4.12) 
H(J) ~-P G) T = O (IIPo - Pl l l4- J)  , j = 0, 1,2,3,4, 
where M4(P) and M4(H) are two quantities depending on the derivatives of P(t)  and H(s), 
respectively, l 
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REMARK 4.5. Is can be shown that the error estimates (4.2), (4.9) and (4.12) are also valid if 
the characteristic triangles of these segments, and curvature values of the data points as well, 
are good estimates. More precisely, we have, by assuming the same smoothness and convexity 
condition or the condition (4.7) as in Theorem 4.2, 
II H - PHT = CO (llPo- Pii16), (4.13) 
provided that 
I IH(0) - P(0)I I2 = O (HPo - P l l l~) ,  
HH(1) -  P(1)N2 = O ( l l Po -  Plll2~), 
inf IIH'(0) - u(P* - P0)l[2 = O (HP0 - Px]125) 
u>0 
inf IIH'(1) - u(P, - P*)II2 = O (IIPo- Pl NS) (4.14) 
u>0 
~H(0) -- ~e(0) = O (llPo - P l l l~) ,  
~H(1)- -  ~p(1) = O(HPo-P I I I~) .  
Or otherwise, the error could be of a much lower order. 
REMARK 4.6. The coefficient 1/4688 in (4.6) is not the best coefficient. In fact, it can be 
replaced by the best constant 1/23805 (cf. [21, p. 124]). Similarly, some of the best coefficients 
in estimates (4.9) and (4.12) of the derivatives are also given in [21]. 
5.  THE INTERPOLAT ION ALGORITHM 
From the above sections, the interpolation problem can be solved using the following technique. 
Suppose the given data P~, i -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, is locally strictly convex. We will find: 
(i) the control points P*, i -- 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n; 
(ii) the center control points Qi, i = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n or the control parameters ~ and/~i, i = 
1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n such that the piecewise generalized conic interpolant F(t), 0 < t < n, defined 
by 
F(t):=F~(t-i+l), i - l<t<i ,  i = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n ,  
where for i -- 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n, Fi(s), 0 < s < 1, is the generalized conic segment which is cen- 
tered at Q~ and associated with the characteristic triangle AP~_IP iP*  and characteristic 
parameters ~i and/3i; 
such that they satisfy: 
(iii) the points P~', P~ and P*+I are collinear for i -- 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  n - 1; 
(iv) curvature continuity is achieved: 
hi(l) ---- ~i+1(0), i ---- 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n - -  1, (5.1) 
where ~(s)  is the curvature of the segment Fi(s), 0 < s < 1, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
The algorithms for the computation of the characteristic points parameters are discussed next. 
5.1. The  Tangent  Vectors  {T~} 
Since the initial control polygon of the data is convex, the points P*, i -- 1, 2, . . .  ,n, can be 
found easily. In fact, if we denote by T~, i -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, the tangent direction vector of F(t) at 
t --- i, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . .  , n, then we have 
P* = Pi-1 + (P~ - P i -1)  x T~ 
T~-I x Ti  T{-1, i = 1,2,3 . . . . .  n. (5.2) 
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If these tangent vectors are given, then they can be used directly for interpolation. Otherwise, 
other methods should be used to estimate these vectors. Four simple methods are described 
below for the estimation of the tangent directions of the curve at the data points. More about 
these tangent vector formulae and discussions can be found in [8,20]. 
(I) Uniform data estimate (quadratic): 
Ti  := P~+I - P i -1 ,  i = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1, 
To := -3Po  + 4P1 - P2, (5.3) 
Tn := Pn-2  - 4Pn- ]  + 3Pn. 
(II) Nonuniform data estimate with arc length parameterization (quadratic): 
Ti  := -s/2+lPi_ l  + (si2+l s~)Pi 2 - + s iP i+ l ,  i = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1, 
To := -Sl(2So + s l )Po  + (so + sl)2p1 - s~P2, (5.4) 
2p  Tn : :  s n n-2 -- (Sn J- Sn-1)2pn-1 -k Sn--l(2Sn q- sn-1)Pn ,  
where the arc-length parameter {si} is defined as 
si := I [P i -  Pi-l[12, i : 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  (5.4a) 
(III) Nonuniform data estimate-circular parameterization: 
Ti  := (6i(Pi - P i -1 )  ± - (Pi - P i - J )  ±, 
6i :-- (P i+I  - 2Pi  + P i -1 )  x (P i+l  - P i )± i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1, (5.5) 
(Pi - -  P i_ I )  ± X (P i+I  - -  Pi )± ' 
where the notation X ± is the direction perpendicular to X, i.e., 
XTX ± = 0, VX  c ]I{ 2, 
and the tangent directions at the end points, To and Tn,  can be estimated similarly: 
To := (60(P1 - P0) ± + (P1 - P0)) ±, 
In  :-- (6n(Pn - Pn -1)  ± - (Pn - Pn-1) )  ±, 
60 := (P2 - 2P1 + P0) x (P2 - P t )  i (5.5a) 
(P1 - P0) ± x (P2 - P1) j- ' 
(Pn - 2Pn-1  +Pn-2)  x (Pn - Pn -1)  ± 
(~n := 
(Pn-1  - Pn -2)  ± x (Pn - Pn -1)  ± ' 
or they can be used as shape controls. 
(IV) Nonuniform data estimate-general parameterization: 
T~ :• (1 - e{)(P~ - P i -1 )  + e~(Pi+l - Pi) ,  i : 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n -  1, (5.6) 
where {e{} are the local shape controls satisfying 
0 < ei < 1, i = 1,2,3 . . . .  ,n -  1, (5.7) 
and the tangent directions at the end points, To and Tn,  are used as shape controls. 
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There are many ways to choose these parameters {e~} (see [8,20]). However, there is no 
opt imum choice and thus, the following strategies are recommended. 
(A) For quasi-uniform data, i.e., si ~ si+l, i = 1, 2 , . . .  ,n - 1, type I estimate is used due to 
its simplicity. 
(B) For highly nonuniform data, i.e., si/si+l >> 1 (or << 1), for some i, i E {1, 2 , . . . ,n  - 1}, 
type II estimate is used since arc-length parameterization produces better results than 
that of the uniform parameterization. 
(C) For data produced from engineering, especially from engineering designs and graphics, 
type I I I  estimate is used since this circular parameterization can reproduce circles so that 
better results can be expected. 
(D) For highly nonuniform data and unsatisfied type II estimates, type IV estimate is used 
since this constraint-free parameterization can be adjusted locally so that better results 
could be produced. Care should be taken that the ratios (si/si+l} should be bounded 
both below and above by some absolute bounds. 
It should also be noted for closed curves, i.e., P0 = Pn, the condition To = In  must be 
imposed to guarantee the global smoothness of the curve. 
5.2. The  Es t imates  of  Curvatures  at  the  Data  Po in ts  
There are many ways to estimate curvatures at the data points. For example, local quadratic 
and cubic polynomial interpolants, as well as conics, can be used to estimate the curvatures. We 
propose here three simple ones. 
(CI) For uniform data, the quadratic precision formula with uniform parameterization is rec- 
ommended. The formula is given by 
~i  --- ~ i1__+ ~i2 i ---- 1, 2 , .  . . ,  n - 1, (5 .8 )  
2 ' 
where 
(Pi - P~'-I) x (Pi-1 - 2P*-1 + Pi) 
~1 := l IP*-1 - Pi l l3 ' 
(5 .8a)  
(P* - Pi) × (Pi - 2Pi ÷ Pi+l)  
~i2 := liP7 - P i l l~ 
At the end points, it is assumed that 
~il = ~i2, i = 0, n. (5.8b) 
An alternative to formula (5.8a), which does not use the tangent vectors, is given by 
4(Pi+l - P~-I )  × (Pi-1 - 2Pi + Pi+l)  
gi~ -- ~i: := IIPi+I - P i - l l l~  ' (5.8c) 
with the following estimates at the boundary points: 
4(P2 + 4Px - 3Po) × (P2 - 2P1 + Po) 
no := II (P2 + 4P1 - 3P0)I] 3 ' 
(5.8d) 
4(Pn-2 - 4Pn-1 + 3Pn) × (P~-2 - 2Pn-1 + Pn) 
~ := I I(P~-~. - 4Pn-1  + 3P~)113 
(CII) For nonuniform data, the quadratic precision formula with arc length parameterization 
is recommended. The formula is also given by (5.8) but for i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n - 1, nix := n~2 is given 
by 
2sisi+l(si + si+l)Ti  x (s~+xPi-1 - (si + s i+l)Pi  + s iPi+l)  (5.9a) 
~ = IIT~II~ ' 
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where {Ti} axe defined by (5.4). The following estimates axe used for the boundary points: 
2sls2(sl + s2)T0 × (s2Po - (sl + s2)P1 + siP2) 
no := IIToll  ' 
2SnSn-l(Sn T Sn-1)Tn × (Sn- lPn - (Sn -[- Sn-1)Pn-1 Jr- snPn--2) (5.9b) 
nn := IITnll  
In the above formulae, To and Tn are also given by (5.4) for consistency. 
(CIII) For nonuniform data, a circular precision formula with arc length parameterization can 
also be used. The formula is given by 
2 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1, (5.10) 
n~ := Hpi_ 1 _ P i+l [ [2s inZP i+lP~P~- l '  
and at the end points, the following estimates are used: 
n0 = nl, nn = nn-1. (5.10a) 
An alternative to (5.10) is given by a local averaging formula 




nil .-- [[Pi-2 - Pill2 sin ZP iP i - lP i -2  
2 
hi2 := [[Pi-1 - Pi+IH2 sin ZP i+ lP iP i -1  ' i = 2,3, . . .  ,n - 2, (5.10c) 
2 
nis := [[Pi+2 - Pill2 sin ZP iP i+ IP i+2 '  
and at the end points, the following axe assumed: 
nil -- t~i2 -- ni3 , i -- 0, 
]~il = hi2, i = 1~ (5.10d) 
h i2  ~ h i3  ~ i ---- n - 1, 
n i l  = h i2  = h i3  ~ i ~ n .  
It should be noted that if the above formulae are used, then the corresponding tangent vector 
estimates hould be given by (5.5) for consistency. 
5.3. The  Center  Po in ts  {Q~} 
The center points (Q~} work here as controls of the curve. They axe chosen such that the 
curvature continuity of the curve is achieved, or at least, the discontinuity jumps of the curvature 
at the data points are minimized. 
The algorithm for the computation of these points {Qi} is straightforward if the characteristic 
values are known. Explicitly, it is given by (3.8). A more detailed simplification gives another 
formula for the evaluation of the center point Qc of the generalized conic segment with the 
characteristic triangle AQ*QoQI :  
qc  = ~0g0 + "Ylgl, (5.11) 
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where 
-G1 xg l  Go x go 
70 := c~(1)g0 X g l '  71 := c~(0)g0 X gx' 
A2 - A1 [(A2 lnA1 -/~1 lnA2)Qo + (lnA2 - lnA1)Qa], A > 0, 
Go := 1 [p(lnpsinO 0cos0)Qo +0Q1], A < O, 
~ A2 I ~ [(AiA2(ln,XI -lnA2)Qo + (A21n~2 - A~lnAI)Q1], /X > 0, 
G1 / ps~n ~[-p0Q0 + (lnpsin0 + 0cos0)Q1], /k < 0. 
Therefore, the main task is to find the characteristic values of the segments. 
If the curvatures at the end points of a segment are given in the region ~*, then, from the 
theorem and lemmas in Section 3, we know that the characteristic values of the segments can be 
found by solving a nonlinear system of two equations o that these curvatures are interpolated. If
the given curvatures of a segment are not in the region ~*, then these curvatures cannot be inter- 
polated and thus approximate characteristic values will be used to minimize the discontinuities 
of the curvatures at the data points. 
Otherwise, if the curvatures at the end points of a segment  are not given, then estimated values 
of these curvatures should be used so that the characteristic values of the segments can be found 
similarly, and  thus the interpolant is made unique. Therefore, a good  approximat ion (GC 2) will 
be guaranteed if the estimates are accurate. 
If the approximat ion of the data is not the top priority, a simple method which  does not 
involve solving nonlinear systems can be used for the estimates of the characteristic values of 
the segments. In fact, from the properties of the curvatures' surfaces Rso(u,v) and Rsl(u,v)  
defined by (3.17) and (3.23), the required characteristic values can be easily obtained to find 
good approximations to the curvatures at the end points. 
REMARK 5.1. For nonconvex polygons, GC 2 interpolation using the generalized conic splines 
is impossible. However, GC 1 generalized conic spline interpolants can be easily obtained if the 
inflexion points can be located. For the estimate of the inflexion points from discrete data 
points, the reader is referred to [13]. It should be noted that in such a case, there will be so 
many free parameters that all the characteristic values can be used for shape control while the 
GC 1 continuity is not affected. Therefore, some optimization criteria should be used to generate 
proper interpolants. 
REMARK 5.2. The error estimates in Section 4 are still valid for the generalized conic spline 
approximations. More precisely, by assuming the smoothness, the convexity condition or the 
condition (4.7) for each segment of F(t) and the original curve H(t),  0 < t < n, we have 
IIH - FlIT = O ( max IIPi - P~+I I6) = O (h 6) (5.12) 
\O<_i<n 
provided that for all i -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  n, 
I In ( i )  - F( i ) I I2 = O (h6) ,  
inf IIH'(i) - u(Pi  - P*)II2 = O (h 5) (5.13) 
u>0 
 H(i) - = o (h4), 
where 
h := max llPi - Pi+l]12. 
O<_i<n 
Otherwise, the error could be of a much lower order. Estimates imilar to (4.12) also hold. 
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
Three examples are given in this section to show the GC 1 and GC 2 convexity preserving prop- 
erty of the generalized conic spline interpolants. In the first example, GC 1 and GC 2 interpolants 
to a locally strictly convex data of 9 points are given. The other two examples are given here to 
show the differences in curve interpolation with the generalized conic splines and the traditional 
polynomial splines of degree two and three. Both the interpolants and their curvatures are shown. 
EXAMPLE 1. Figures 3a and b are two convexity preserving GC 1 and GC 2 generalized conic 
spline interpolants o the strictly convex data points {Pi) with different parameters. The control 
polygons are shown by the dashed lines, and the characteristic points (P~) are marked by dots. 
Each of the curves is composed of 8 segments, and only 20 points for each of them are evaluated 
to produce such a resolution. The data points {Pi} are 
{(0.5, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (-2, 0), ( -1 , -2 ) ,  (1, -2), (2, 2), (-1,0), (0, -2)}.  
Since the polygon is locally strictly convex, the algorithm in Section 5 can be used and a GC 2 
interpolant can be obtained. The GC 2 interpolant is shown in Figure 3b in which P~" is the 
characteristic point of the ith segment. The difference between the GC 1 and GC 2 interpolants 
appears to be very small for this example. 
• P ;  . P~ 
" i ! 
. \ \  \ \  i i  v! 
• p ;  • P~ 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. The generalized conic spline interpolants in Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example, a convex polygon with four distinct data points are given which 
are the corners of the unit square: (+1, =El). It is required that the curve be a closed smooth 
one. Due to uniformity and symmetry of the data, type I estimates are used so that we have 
{P*} = {(2, 0), (-2,0),  (0, 2), (0,-2)}.  
Therefore, the unique uniform quadratic spline solution (GC 2 and symmetric) is given by the 
parabolic segment 
x(t) = -2 t  2 + 2t + 1, y(t) = 2t - 1, 0 < t < 1, (~.1) 
and its rotations with angles 9, ?r and -~, respectively. 
The cubic spline solution (C 2 and symmetric) is also unique, which is given by the cubic 
segment 
x( t )=~l  (_3t 2+at+2) ,  y( t )=21( -2 t  3+3t  2+3t_2) ,  0<t<l ,  (6.2) 
and its rotations with angles 9, ?r and ~,  respectively. 
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The generalized conic spline solution (C 1 and GC 2 and symmetric) is not unique. The general 
solutions are given by either a hyperbolic segment 
A t q- A 1-t _At q- A 1-t 
x(t)  = 1 + A (1 - lJh) -~- llh, y(t) -- 1 -- A ' 0 < t < 1, (6.3) 
with the free parameter A satisfying A > 0, A ~ 1, and the center Pc := (Vh,O) where 
2 2(1 
Vh = l + \ l _ A } -- -~ Z~-~)2 (notevh>l ) ,  (6.4) 
or an elliptic segment 
x(t )  = sin Ot + sin 0(1 - t)(1 - re) + re, y(t)  = sin tot - sin to(1 - t) (6.5) 
sin to sin to ' 
with the free parameter tosatisfying 0 < tO < 7~, and the center Pc := (v~, 0) where 
-2cosO 0 (note ve < 1), (6.6) 
v~ . -  1 - cos---------O = 1 - cot 2 
and their rotations with angles ~, Ir and ~,  respectively. Implicitly, the above hyperbolic and 
elliptic segments can be written in the forms 
(z  - Vh) 2 + (1 -- Vh)(y 2 + (rh) ---- O, --1 <_ y <_ 1, and (6.7) 
(x -  re) 2 + (1 - ve)(y 2 + ae) = 0, -1  < y ~ 1, (6.8) 
where 
to 4A 
ae := -4cos  2 2'  Crh '-- (A-- 1) 2. 
For uniqueness, we have to use the curvature information. If the curvature values are assumed 
or estimated at the data points (knots), for example, these curvature values are estimated by (5.8), 
(5.9a) or (5.10), then the curve will be uniquely determined. For this example, the best interpolant 
is the unit circle which has a minimum variation of curvature, in fact, a constant curvature. This 
minimum variation of curvature solution can be obtained by setting the following curvature 
conditions: 
1 
~ i - -~ ,  i = 0,1,2,3. 
By imposing other curvature interpolatory conditions, different GC 2 interpolants can be ob- 
tained. In Figures 4a-d, the solid, dashed and dotted curves are the GC 2 generalized conic 
spline interpolants, the quadratic spline interpolant and the cubic spline interpolant and their 
corresponding curvatures, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 3. In this example, a closed convex polygon with four distinct data points axe given 
which are the same data points as in Example 2 but with one of them perturbed, i.e., the 
point (1, 1), being changed to (2, 2). It is also required that the curve be a closed smooth one. 
Due to uniformity and symmetry of the data, type I estimates are used so that we have 
{P~} = {(-2,  0), (0, -2) ,  (3, 1), (1, 3)}. 
Therefore, the unique quadratic solution (GC 1 only, symmetric) is given by the parabolic seg- 
ments 
x(t )  ~- --t 2 + 4t -- 1, y(t)  = --3t 2 + 4t + 1, 0 < t < 1, and (6.9) 
x( t )=2t  2-2t -1 ,  y( t )=-2t+l ,  0<t<l ,  (6.10) 
and their reflections with respect o the symmetric line x = y. 
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Figure 4. GC 2 generalized conic spline and uni form spline interpolants  and their  
curvatures  in Example  2. 
One of the simple cubic spline solutions (GC 2, symmetric, not unique) is given by the cubic 
segments 
1 
x(t)  = ~ ((1 - t) ( -8 t  2 + t + 4) - 2t3), 
o < t < 1, (6.11) 
1 
y(*) = ~ ((1 - t) ( -2 t  2 + 7t + 4) + 2t3), 
and 
1 
x(t)  = 5 ((1 - t) ( -2 t  2 - 5t - 2) - 2t3), 
0 < t < 1, (6.12) 
1 
y(t)  = ~ ((1 - t) ( -4 t  2 - t + 2) - 2t3), 
and their reflections with respect o the symmetric line x = y as well. Note that the corresponding 
B6zier points of these segments are 
(2,2), (1.5, 2.5), (-0.5, 1.5), ( -1,  1); 
( -1 ,  1), (-1.5, 0.5), ( -1 .5 , -0 .5) ,  ( -1 , -1 ) ;  
( -1 , -1 ) ,  ( -0 .5 , -1 .5) ,  (0.5,-1.5), (1, -1) ;  
(1, -1) ,  (1.5, -0.5), (2.5, 1.5), (2, 2); 
respectively. This choice of B6zier points makes the curve globally a C 1 curve which is also C 2 
at P1 and P3. 
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Figure 4. (cont.) 
The GC 2 and symmetric generalized conic spline solution is not unique. For uniqueness, we 
have to use the curvature information. If the curvature values are assumed or estimated at the 
knot points, for example, suppose these curvature values are estimated by (5.8), (5.9a) and (5.10), 
then the curve will be uniquely determined. 
However, ifno systems of equations are to be solved, all these polynomial spline and generalized 
conic spline interpolants will only be GC I . Using the same formula for the tangents, but different 
characteristic values for the generalized conic spline interpolant, different generalized conic spline 
interpolants are obtained which are shown in Figures 5a-d. In the figures, the solid dashed and 
dotted curves are the generalized conic spline interpolants, the quadratic spline interpolants and 
the cubic spline interpolants and their corresponding curvature plots, respectively. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
REMARK 7.1. The main advantages of using these generalized conic spline curves for curve 
modelling a~e the high accuracy approximation property, shape preserving property, the local 
control property and the efficient algorithm of computation. The main disadvantage is that for 
accurate curvature interpolation, a nonlinear system (3.16) or (3.22) has to be solved. 
REMARK 7.2. It should be reminded that the numerical algorithm (2.4) is unstable if p :-- 
max{IAl h IA21} _> 1. Therefore much care should be taken if a large number of data points are 
to be obtained from this algorithm. It is recommended that the parameters ~ and/3 be chosen 
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Figure 5. GC 1 generalized conic spline and geometric spline interpolants and their 
curvatures in Example 3. 
inside or close to the isosceles triangle with vertices ( -1 ,  ±1) and (1,0). The three sides of the 
triangle are given by 
±2a= 1, -1  </3< 1, and 3=-1 .  -1  <a< 1. 
For such choices, the value of p will be less than or close to 1. 
REMARK 7.3. The vertices P~,P~,P~ of the subcharacteristic triangles z~PoP~;P~ and 
~P~P~P0 of the subdivided segments PL(t) and PR(t) in (2.5) can be obtained by convex 
combinations of the characteristic points P0, P* and P1 by some "corner cutting" algorithms. 
Therefore, stable algorithms for the computation of these generalized conic curves, similar to the 
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Figure 5. (cont.) 
de Boor-Cox and de Casteljau algorithms, can be constructed. In fact, we have 
P}, = Po + (P(1/2) - P(O)) x P'(1/2) P'(O), (7.1) 
P'(0) x P'(1/2) 
P~ = P1 - (P(1) - P(1/2)) x P ' (1/2)P ' (1) .  
P'(1/2) x P'(0) 
Here the generalized conic segment is assumed in the following form: 
P(t)  = [Co(t)(eo+l)+ci(t)co](Po-P*)+[co(t)ei+ci(t)(ei+l)](Pi-P*), 0 < t < 1. (7.2) 
REMARK 7.4. For A < 0 and p > 1, the corresponding curve can be generated by a stable 
algorithm using the reverse formula 
~i~+, = 2& (Ib~- P.~ +/3 (l?i~_i- Po~ + P., k--1,2,3 .... ,n, (7.3) 
h i ' x /  
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where 
:= ~, (7.3a) 
h 15~ := Pr~_k, k = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
where it is assumed that 
ph = P1- 
REMARK 7.5. The figures are generated by the macro "Texdraw of Plain ~I~/X." From these 
figures, we can conclude the following shape control effects of the parameters. 
(i) The curvature of the curve is relatively small if A < 0. 
(ii) The curvature of the curve is large at the shoulder point if 7 < 0. 
(iii) The curve is nicely shaped if % A1, A2 are not very big in magnitude. 
(iv) The line P~P~ is parallel to PoP1 if and only if the curve is either a hyperbolic segment 
or an elliptic segment. 
(v) For a parabolic segment, he gradient of the line P~P~ is positive if and only if A2 = )u 2 > 1. 
(vi) The curvatures of the segments can be adjusted by the center Pc of the curves. For A > 0, 
the curvature becomes bigger and bigger as Pc is nearing P*, and for A < 0, the curvature 
becomes maller and smaller as Pc is approaching the line segment PoP1. 
REMARK 7.6. From Examples 2 and 3, it can be concluded that the curvature discontinuities of
the generalized conic spline interpolants with moderate parameters at the knots could be small 
compared with both the quadratic and cubic spline interpolants, even though the same formulae 
are used for the estimate of tangent vectors. 
REMARK 7.7. Higher order stationary difference schemes for curve design and approximation 
can be investigated in a similar manner. This will be elaborated on in our future work of 
approximation with exponential splines. 
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